“He has been inside this chamber many times, for installments and maintenance and other such
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things, but even to him who lives in a mountain, its scale is difficult to comprehend. There is room
enough inside for a family of sperm whales to swim, never touching or finding each other in that

”

pure liquid void—the great dark organ of Kamioka.
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“Try not to overly romanticize the writing life. Don’t think that you’ll sit down in your lovely attic

office and magic and poetry will flow out of your pores, and your hair will get messy yet you’ll still
look attractive and dashing, and when you leave your house adoring people will want to have sex

“Sometimes it is.”
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the mornings, just after my alarm yanks me awake, I find three things impossible
“toInbelieve:
that I have chosen to get up before seven o’clock, that I am in Arkansas,
and that the reason I am waking up at seven o’clock in Arkansas is to shovel shit.”
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with you all the time—that’s not what being a writer is.
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“To avoid some things, think of others: peeled beets

glowing like sacred hearts and piled in an unholy heap
on the wetrack next to the yucca, or maybe that’s jicama,

”

some roughed-up thing pulled from the ground.
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that all people my age who are writing now either wanted
“I think
to write the X-Men, draw the X-Men, or be in the X-Men.”
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DEAR READER:
In the past eighteen issues of Slice, we’ve often presented you with themes about epic ideas like Heroes
or Villains, Hope or Fear, Desire or Obsession. Why then, you might ask, are we offering you an issue
themed around Distraction, that most trifling of topics? No one writes great sagas about distraction.
They get distracted while writing great sagas. I’ll spare you the obvious patter about the ceaseless distractions of modern life, though frankly I paused in writing you this letter precisely twenty-six times
to do things like unpack the dishwater, eat a snack, check the Airbnb app, and see whose birthday I
should celebrate on Facebook.1 Colson Whitehead, who gave an interview to Sean Jones in this issue
of Slice, wrote an article a few years ago for Publisher’s Weekly about distraction and the writing life. He
said, “I can’t blame modern technology for my predilection for distraction, not after all the hours I’ve
spent watching lost balloons disappear into the clouds. I did it before the Internet, and I’ll do it after
the apocalypse, assuming we still have helium and weak-gripped children.”
So accepting that it is a part of the human condition, allow us to make this issue a paean to distraction. 2 In Brian Gresko’s Authors in Conversation interview with Alexander Chee and Tracy O’Neill,
Chee suggests that when you are distracted it might be because you’re not “writing about what you
want to be writing about.” Distraction, then, could be a warning bell calling us to the things that
matter. Our distraction might also be a map of our inner lives. Sometimes, as we Slice editors comb
through the thousands of pages in our submissions pile, a theme keeps emerging, which always
feels like a message from the collective voice of the writing world. This time, we encountered lots of
submissions with footnotes, those distracting little fellows, like Cindy Withjack’s flash fiction story
“Wednesday or Thursday,” where the footnotes revealing the protagonist’s interior life are longer than
the piece: the distractions of a mind at work are greater in volume than the actions of a day. Many of
the tales in this issue are about the distractions of the past; characters try to focus on stacking produce
at the grocery store or shoveling elephant shit in order to bury the memories that keep surfacing.
People are distracted by their histories, by love, by the events of the world, by fear. Our distractions—
the epic ones that plague us and the small minutiae that entertain and irritate us—are the stuff of life.
Like Whitehead, I’m also distracted by balloons. How lucky I am that I have time to watch them
sail away into the sky. 3
Cheers,
Elizabeth Blachman
Editor-in-chief

1 Oh, and I also made tea.
2 In the Stephen Mitchell translation of “Duino
Elegies,” Rainer Maria Rilke wrote: “Weren’t you

always/distracted by expectation, as if every
event/announced a beloved?”
3 Should I be worried about the turtles?
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SUPERKAMIOKANDE
PERRY LOPEZ

February 23, 1987
He sits in a squeaky office chair at the center of

for him and for his being in this mountain, a ball wherein
protons and hydrogen atoms are colliding and creating
things that may become life or else will likely range out
forever into the indeterminate nothing, just like dandelion
spores blown into the ocean. But here in this mountain
he is searching for them, those loose seeds, waiting for a
scintilla of light to spark in the chamber below and fill the
screen before him with figures that he must then record
carefully. His name is Kenshin Yamauchi, and this is where
his learning has brought him.
But for now the monitor in front of him remains blank,
which means the chamber below is lightless, and Kenshin’s
reflected face is dead with memory. He adjusts himself
and tries to feel her hand around him, its softness and its
steady, coaxing pull, its slickness with her saliva, but he
finds that he cannot. He tries hard to hear her voice, its
moist luxuriation of words in his ear, Such a good boy, yes,
such a sad boy, a voice that did not seem ashamed of either
his age or of what she was doing for him. But he cannot do
this either. He knows precisely how to describe them—her
voice and the softness of her palm upon his flesh—but he
cannot make himself feel them again, cannot synthesize

the mountain, watching the gray-black monitor for a
sign from the sun. No recorded collisions since the night
before. He feels his heart beating in two directions, up
and out against his sternum, and his seat whines in a
familiar, moaning way as he twists his pelvis against it.
Beneath his feet, through the white planar floor tiles and
the five meters of insulating concrete, there is a cylindrical
black chamber full of ultrapure water and lined with
thousands of mechanical eyes that are all very sensitive
to light. He has been inside this chamber many times, for
installments and maintenance and other such things, but
even to him who lives in a mountain, its scale is difficult
to comprehend. There is room enough inside for a family
of sperm whales to swim, never touching or finding each
other in that pure liquid void—the great dark organ of
Kamioka. And meanwhile, somewhere above him (for it
is noon now in Japan), through the fluorescent lighting
grid and the airless leagues of mountain rock, through the
sky and across the silence beyond, there is a ball of fire
that he knows is responsible for everything and everyone,
10

down the mineshaft for some coffee. And yet here I find
you. Working.”
Emphasizing this final word, Mikio squeezes Kenshin’s
shoulder and then looks down at him, trying to catch his
former professor’s eyes. But Kenshin does not divert his
gaze from the monitor, does not speak, choosing instead to
continue watching Mikio’s reflection as the young man’s
smile fades and he raises his mug to drink. “Well, have
there been any collisions this morning, Dr. Yamauchi?”
“Only exotics. No solars,” says Kenshin as the smell
of coffee wafts into his nostrils and tightens his throat.
A filthy substance, he thinks, crude and parching, which
Mikio had acquired a taste for during his time as a
transfer student in America, along with the cowboy boots
he sometimes wears and the spotty handlebar mustache
that now hangs off his lip. Kenshin frowns at his former
student’s reflection in the monitor—the clownish figure
that only five years ago had entered his classroom as
a quiet and gifted pupil. A promising young physicist
whose passions quickly came to align with his teacher’s.
One afternoon in his office, Kenshin told him about the
neutrino detector he would be leaving to work on at the
end of the term, in a facility located deep in the mountains
of Hida, an underground observatory named SuperKamiokande, and his student had listened in awe and envy,
saying that he would like to work there someday too. From
then on, Kenshin had made Mikio his personal business,
introducing him to the proper professors and directing him
to the appropriate research. And later on, toward the end
of their term together, when Mikio approached Kenshin
with his intentions to finish his schooling in the States,
showing him the invitation from the University of Texas,
Kenshin had objected strongly. He had met Americans
before, he knew the way their minds flapped in the breeze,
how their world stretched them until they were threadbare
and coreless. He did not want that for his student. But
Mikio would not be reined. He left for America that
summer, finished his studies, and came back to Kenshin
and Japan like so many others of his generation: rarified.
Texas had wrapped his frame in mounds of sweating
flesh, his once pale skin was flushed a fiery red, and his
voice was hoarse and deep and came unbidden. All that
truly remained of Kenshin’s prize student was his face,

an image or a sense from the words. Why? He squeezes
himself painfully, punishingly, then asks again, What has
come between us?
A flash of movement on the screen brings Kenshin’s
remembering hand up from between his legs and over
to the graphite pencil that sits upon the desk. But it is
only Mikio, one of the onsite engineers who maintain
the photomultiplier tubes, a former student, turning on
a light in the kitchen as he shrugs into his lab coat and
plugs a capsule into the coffee machine. Kenshin watches
the young man’s reflection for a moment in the monitor—
short, happy Mikio with his thick glasses and his gentle
indifference, yawning with his arms crossed and his chin
tucked against his chest. He was there that night, two
days past. But had he seen her, and would he shelter the
memory Kenshin needed? Would he have caught a face?
An impression?
The coffee machine piddles out a few final drops of
black ichor into Mikio’s mug then sounds off with its
chirpy ding. The engineer hooks one finger through the
ring of his cup and then turns around in time to catch
Kenshin’s face observing him from the monitor—Mikio’s
rheumy eyes immediately coming alight as the young
technician treats Kenshin’s reflection to a toast of his mug
and a broadside of his white, weary smile.
“Dr. Yamauchi? My God. Have you really taken the
morning’s observations upon yourself? Sir, you make me
feel ashamed,” says Mikio, approaching slowly across the
white tiles, his palm clapped over his eyes, his middle
finger and thumb massaging his temples. “I myself am
still hungover from Kyoto—and I thought if I was, surely
you must be too. Oh, I have been useless! Dead useless
for the past two days. I drink nothing but green tea, and
I shit nothing but green tea. My pores sweat green tea,
and my head has become its own neutrino detector. Even
in the dark, I can feel them pinging away against my
skull. Little lights f lashing,” he continues as he reaches
Kenshin’s side and places a soft hand upon the older
physicist’s shoulder while he raises the mug to his lips,
slurping at the surface of his drink before he speaks again.
“That must have been the strongest shochu I have ever
suffered through. I do not think I will ever be truly sober
again. I was proud of myself for merely surviving the trip
11

AUTHORS IN
CONVERSATION

A DISCUSSION WITH ALEXANDER CHEE & TRACY O'NEILL
BRIAN GRESKO
combination of precision and poetry, and Ali’s fanatical drive for

Alexander Chee and Tracy O’Neill are two of the busiest writers

success in the insular world of competitive figure skating makes

I know.

for a compelling narrative engine.

Chee has written numerous essays and stories for prestigious

It’s a world that Lilliet Berne, the protagonist of Chee’s

magazines such as the New York Times Book Review. He teaches,
he’s a frequent and popular tweeter, and he can often be found

historical epic, The Queen of the Night, would understand. Though

over the country. Even during our meeting, he stepped outside to

has a creative gift, a rare vocal ability, which she perfects with

Lilliet’s story takes place in nineteenth-century Europe, she also

speaking on a panel or performing a public reading at locations all

much training. In the process, Lilliet goes from an orphaned girl

field a call from the Whiting Foundation. In addition to his many

of no means to one of Europe’s most famous opera singers, though

commitments, Chee is the author of the critically acclaimed novel

with many lives along the way—from a traveling circus performer

Edinburgh and the equally acclaimed national bestseller The Queen

to a prostitute to a royal maid for the Empress Eugénie. The many

of the Night.

small moments in which Chee describes Lilliet’s performances

Like Chee, O’Neill publishes frequently—an article she

and rehearsals struck me much like those scenes when Ali took to

wrote for Rolling Stone appeared online even as I was writing

the ice: emotionally powerful and physically palpable renditions

this—and also teaches, maintains an active online presence,

of a feat in part aesthetic and in part athletic. Coincidentally, both

participates in numerous events, and on top of that is pursuing a

authors had an early passion for the arts that they depict. Chee

PhD at Columbia University. I suspected that Chee and O’Neill

grew up singing soprano at a near-professional level in a boys’

would have a lot to say about the busy, sleep-deprived life of a

choir, while O’Neill competed as a figure-skater.

professional writer, but their books bear surprising thematic

Over numerous coffees, a plate of cheeses, and lunch in a

resemblances to one another too. In O’Neill’s debut, The Hopeful,
which landed her on the National Book Foundation’s “5 Under

sunny Italian café just off Manhattan’s Union Square, Chee and

suburban New England, obsessively hones her routine in the hope

literary lives and the numerous distractions of the digital world,

O’Neill talked about how, amid the various roles they play in their

35” list, Alivopro Doyle, a teenage ice-skating prodigy living in

they manage to sustain creative focus on their fiction. What

of making it to the Olympics. Her dream is delayed by an injury

follows is as wide-ranging, insightful, and funny a conversation as

and then dashed with the onset of puberty, which turns Ali’s body

you’d expect from two bright powerhouses of American literature.

from the girlish, elfin ideal of national figure skating into that

of a young woman. O’Neill captures Ali’s skill on the ice with a
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The places that you’re looking for might have been torn
down and paved over, so your trips will not always be
successful. Then the challenge becomes, how do I get at
that bygone place, what will conjure it? The Paris that I
was trying to write about in The Queen of the Night existed
more in the art of the time than in the city we know today.
I found all these wonderful, small museums dedicated to
the city’s past. Also, the emperor and empress had portraits
commissioned, not just of them but of their palaces too,
which were great sources. It became a sort of funny little
game, trying to figure out how to use the information
available to me to bring the past alive.
A lot of the research that I couldn’t use in The Queen of
the Night I wrote about elsewhere, and I made some of the
trips I took into stories. With my new novel, I’m operating
in reverse. I’m accepting journalism assignments that
allow me to learn things for the novel, so my research trips
become a way of supporting myself while writing fiction.
I feel less divided against myself, which can sometimes
happen as a fiction writer and a journalist.

You both have so much going on professionally, how do
you find the time you need to write?

AC
TO
AC

I write pretty obsessively. The thing I have to
make time for is my life.
What’s that?

Exactly. I’m trying to teach myself to take
breaks from work. It’s hard, though. When a
piece comes back to me, I immediately want to give it all of
my time. Sometimes I have to. With journalism, unfortunately, that’s just how it goes.

TO

Yes, you can’t quite plan to set aside time for
journalism, especially when you’re working with
a source. This week, for instance, I’m writing a profile of
Elena Delle Donne, who was named the 2015 WNBA
Most Valuable Player. Obviously, she’s really busy—she’s
going to the Olympics soon—so I need to talk to her when
she’s available and then finish the piece. It’s different with
fiction. I was working at a pretty good pace for a while,
writing at least five days a week, but the past few weeks
I’ve been doing a lot of research for my PhD.

Alex, besides the physical details of the city, you render
the social scene of the time so expertly. What sources
did you use to figure out what it might feel like to be at a
Parisian salon, for instance?

AC

Speaking of research—can you tell me about researching
your novels?

It was the heyday of the realist novel, so I read
Zola, Flaubert, and Proust. Specifically, I was
looking for how women experienced these social scenarios,
so diaries were as important as literary documents, which
were all too often written by men. There were women
writers back then in France—George Sand’s diaries were
particularly helpful, for example—but in many ways it was
a matter of looking around corners.
Tracy, did you have to research much about figure
skating?

TO

The novel I’m currently working on grew out
of a journalism assignment. While writing
an article, I became interested in the life story of one of
my sources. That led me to researching about the Irish
Republican Army. I’m still researching, because the political troubles in Ireland have a complicated history that goes
back hundreds of years. My story takes place in the nineties, but that vast history informs it. In February, I visited
Belfast and found that the city has changed a lot in the
past twenty-five years. I didn’t feel like the trip was helpful
in terms of my book.

AC

TO

No. I had been a figure skater, and I was totally
that nerd who wanted to know every single
thing about it. I couldn’t just show up at the skating rink,
you know? So I had read a lot of books already. Also,
though the novel is couched in figure skating, it’s more
generally about the body aging, and how we lack control

One aspect of doing research is accepting that
part of your research is going to end in failure.
20
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HOW TO
BURY AN
ELEPHANT
KRISTIN GINGER

In the mornings, just after my alarm yanks me

the water and hay on the floor with a push broom. I force
myself to take pride in being meticulous, in hunting down
every single piece of soiled straw and ferrying it away. In
the early evening, after hoisting cantaloupe-sized turds
into a rusty wheelbarrow, I use my rake to sift through the
dirt for remnants like a frontiersman panning for gold.
There are no shortcuts when it comes to doing penance, I
tell myself.
Although I start out wearing gloves, it takes only four
or five days before I go bare-handed without hesitation.
While mucking out barn drains, I use my naked fingers to
pull twigs and hay out of the grates. I am ashamed of my
soft palms and fingertips. The thick, yellow calluses that
begin to form on my palms become the things I love most
about my body.

awake, I find three things impossible to believe: that I
have chosen to get up before seven o’clock, that I am in
Arkansas, and that the reason I am waking up at seven
o’clock in Arkansas is to shovel shit.
We work quickly but methodically, our shovels scraping
across concrete in the morning and our rakes flashing
through sandy dirt in the afternoon. In a rather appalling
lack of efficiency, the elephants only actually digest forty
percent of the hay, browse, and pellets we feed them; the
rest is left for us to manage. By the end of each day, we
have shoveled, raked, hosed, and wheeled away what easily
adds up to more than one thousand pounds of excrement.
The faster we work, the faster we’re done, but the
standards are high. Shame burns in my throat the first
(and only) time that my work doesn’t pass inspection and
the handler must rehose my set of stalls and then attack

«.»
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ILLUSTRATION BY TERESA ESGAIO

On Produce Shift
REBECCA BORNSTEIN

To avoid some things, think of others: peeled beets
glowing like sacred hearts and piled in an unholy heap
on the wetrack next to the yucca, or maybe that’s jicama,
some roughed-up thing pulled from the ground.
Leave behind the pools of his eyes. Count the bundles
of lacinato kale and then count their divots—
ancient-seeming, reptilian. Quiet the wings
in your stomach while you tend to the pyramid
stacking of pears. Remember how they ripen
and rot. Retain the shade of violet you see when you first
peel back the leaves of a head of cabbage.
The memory of a daikon radish carved into a dildo—
it took less than ten minutes—for a prize at that party.
Don’t think about your hands touching
before he opened your beer bottle with a torn-up Bic,
your secret nickname, shared cigarettes. Focus in
on the seeds of the strawberries and listen
to garlic paper brush against itself,
that scraping. Forget his dark hair glowing red
under a traffic light, body taut over bicycle and slicked
in heat and dew. You’ve seen a perfect bell pepper
growing miniature inside the skin of another, remember how
you’ve cut that miniature open to see the astonishingly small
fruit sprouting inside it. You can’t erase the way droplets
of rain clung to the dark hairs of his calves, the cuffs of his jeans,
his delicate ankles. But what could be more beautiful
than a bulb of fennel, really? Mosslike, or mermadian—
you’d think it had come from the sea.
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FICTION

DESERT
PLACES
WORDS BY SUNG J. WOO, PAINTINGS BY DINA BRODSKY
They cannot scare me with their empty spaces
Between stars—on stars where no human race is.
I have it in me so much nearer home
To scare myself with my own desert places.
—Robert Frost, “Desert Places”

I consider myself a contemporary miniaturist.

include other spaces as seen through the lens of the poem,
a familiar space rendered strange by vacancy: an empty
bed, a vacant building, a bar stripped of its inhabitants by
morning, the crowded city emptied by a snowstorm. The
series is a personal attempt to understand time and
memory and how the two work together to affect our
perception of physical space.
All paintings are two inches in diameter, oil on mylar
mounted on plexiglas.

The miniature tradition, vibrant in many cultures through
the centuries, has been largely abandoned in the twentyfirst century art world. The format provides a uniquely
intimate experience for viewers, forcing them to pay
attention to that which is usually overlooked.
This series had its beginnings a few years ago,
during a bicycle trip through Iceland with its surreal
and unpopulated landscape. Upon returning, I started a
series of semi-imaginary landscapes that later morphed to
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—Dina Brodsky

DESERT PLACES

SUNG J. WOO & DINA BRODSKY

Demolition Spyhole #1

What bothered her most was not that he lied to

superseded the need for language. But they had to be said,
didn’t they? Of course, because that was the only way she
could be claimed, and she wanted to be.
It was Friday, morning. Gray clouds in the sky
resembled a bunched bedsheet, pushed haphazardly
by a waking god. She stared at the building across the
street, what must’ve been a factory of some kind. It was
abandoned, too, like this place. People used to work here,
hundreds. Maybe one day they would return. But for now,
she was alone.

her, but that he’d lied to himself. Why she took such
offense at self-deception she did not know, but oh, this
scalding anger inside her! She picked up a sliver of broken
molding, its point as sharp as an arrowhead, and flung it
against the half-open wooden door, spinning it end over
end. She’d meant for it to smash against the surface, but
her aim was off, and it sailed out into the hall, sliding
harmlessly into a pile of discarded drywall.
Why couldn’t he say what was so obviously in his heart?
They were such simple words, so basic that they almost
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

COLSON
WHITEHEAD
SEAN JONES
Since the 1999 release of The Intuitionist, Colson Whitehead has mined the lives of

elevator operators, branding consultants, folk heroes, and zombie hunters. The literary
world follows Whitehead intently as he explores the many alleys of his cavernous

imagination—no matter where he takes his readers, he is an assured, sharp-witted guide.
Slice caught up with Whitehead in the lead-up to the release of his latest novel,

The Underground Railroad. The book, a brutal, steampunk funhouse ride through the

experiences of slaves and slave hunters in the nineteenth century, shows Whitehead at

the top of his game. Runaway slave Cora faces unthinkable horrors in her many-pronged
journey north, and by weaving the endless catalogue of historically accurate details of

slave brutality with whispers of magic and myth, Whitehead gives Cora’s story the force
of an ancient epic.

In addition to sharing details on his latest release, Whitehead spoke with Slice about

his career path, his novel-writing process, and the many ways his novels, his characters,
and his themes explore different sides of American culture and his own personality.

54

an interview with COLSON WHITEHEAD

SEAN JONES

up how the Village Voice job helped you understand your
audience. Do you have an ideal reader in mind when you
write fiction these days?

When did you decide to pursue a writing career?

CW

I really decided when I was in sixth grade.
I was a big fan of late-seventies Marvel
Comics—Spider-Man and X-Men. It seemed like writing comics or Stephen King–style horror fiction would
be a very cool job. I think that all people my age who are
writing now either wanted to write the X-Men, draw the
X-Men, or be in the X-Men. That period of late-seventies,
early-eighties Marvel is really instructive and inspiring.
I didn’t really write fiction, though, until a couple
of years out of college when I was freelancing for the
Village Voice as a critic. It took a couple of years of
gaining confidence, working with different editors, and
supporting myself writing—and then finally finding the
time to start working on my own fiction. I started with
writing novels because I didn’t really know how to write
short stories in my early twenties.

CW

Not anymore. I think that when I wrote The
Intuitionist, I saw my ideal reader as some
kind of weirdo, sixteen-year-old black guy—like I was
when I was being inspired by horror and science fiction.
Of course, when I did my first public reading, all kinds
of people showed up. Each book that I’ve written has
brought different kinds of people into readings. Whenever
I look out into the audience now, I never know who is going
to connect to the book. So I stopped thinking about the
audience. I have no idea who the audience is at this point.
So you are doing it for whom—yourself?

CW

Well I’m not writing to please anybody. I
would like to make some money, so I hope
my publisher likes my books when I hand them in. I’m trying to solve something about the world, or how I feel about
things, through my books—I’m fulfilling some artistic or
psychological urge.

So the Village Voice job—writing articles, facing down
deadlines—that was ultimately something that inspired
your fiction writing? It wasn’t distracting?

CW

It’s hard to be a fiction writer. When you
write novels, there’s no boss sitting in a room
waiting for you to do stuff. You have to learn how to manage your time and sit down for five hours and be your own
boss. So that Village Voice atmosphere was very instructive.
Nowadays, nobody really cares if I’m writing or not that
day. I have to be my own watchdog. So even though I was
collecting thirty-five cents a word for six-hundred-word
articles, I was a working writer, which gave me the confidence to start writing my own fiction.
Working with different editors also made me a better
writer. I knew a Village Voice film-section editor who had a
certain style that she wanted. The book editor had a certain
style that she liked. I learned that there was an immediate
audience to hand something in to, and that a person with
opinions was working to make my writing better.

So what was it like, during that first Intuitionist reading,
and your audience didn’t quite gel with what you had in
mind when you wrote?

CW

It wasn’t a big thing. The bigger thing was
that I was a terrible reader—writing and
sharing your work in public are two different things. I
would talk really fast and mumble and mispronounce
words that I only knew from the page and had never heard
out loud. My first hardcover tour was pretty much a disaster. Later on, I learned to find passages that worked better
with my reading style—I generally gravitate toward funny
passages to get a rapport with the audience.
How do you get feedback on books in progress? Do you
have a writing circle or other trusted readers?

One of the problems I often see for beginning writers is
that audience issue—getting tripped up thinking about
who you are writing for. So it’s interesting that you bring

CW
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It depends on the book. I wrote Zone One—
which is about people on the run, hiding,

FICTION

SPECULOOS
AMY FELTMAN

I was on the train from Paris to Brussels. Paris

another announcement. Everyone on the train sighed
exaggeratedly. One of the Germans leaned forward and
asked, “Do you understand what is happening?”
It sounded like one of those sentences you memorize
from a textbook. Where are you going? Who will pick me
up from the airport? I tried not to smirk at the German,
who was sweating heavily under her arms. Her pink
T-shirt was splotched. “I don’t know,” I said. She leaned
forward across the shabby, propped-open table where her
playing cards were resting facedown. “Are you going to tell
me?” I pressed her.
The German wriggled her eyebrows and smiled. “The
conductor said that a person jumped in front of our train.
They are, ah . . . cleaning up.” She gestured with her
hands: her right fist was the moving locomotive, and her
left hand was the suicidal person. She smacked her fists
together and then clapped loudly, like an audience at the
end of a magician’s trick. “Messy,” she said. “Splattered.”
“Inconsiderate,” I said, after a pause. My buzz, which
had been carefully calibrated at the scummy bar in the
train station, was wearing thin. “The rest of us are trying
to go on with our lives.” The German did her hand trick
again, and this time her sisters clapped too, giggling
in delight. They returned to speaking to each other in
German, sucking the tops of their Coke bottles with
thick pink tongues. “There are people waiting for me

had been a bust, except for the croissants. Not just because
you weren’t there, but. Well, obviously the croissants were
redeeming, and the art, or whatever. If nobody likes an
American, they especially don’t like an American with a
broken suitcase that clicks over every crack in the sidewalk.
I kept pulling my leggings up to my belly button to hide
my new little pouch of fat and trying to ignore the three
Germans sitting next to me on the train. Of course I
ended up in that seat—you know, the place where the seats
change direction and you’re sitting in a cozy little quad?
If this were Metro-North, I could’ve moved to a different
part of the train, but everything’s fucking assigned here.
The Germans were having a grand time, playing a card
game that seemed like UNO but wasn’t, and drinking
Cokes out of glass bottles. They were not good-looking
ladies: freckle-faced, flabby-armed, with ill-fitting clothes.
They had honking, cacophonous laughs that kept edging
through the music on my iPod, even though the volume
was all the way up. Miraculously, I fell asleep. When I
woke up, the train had stopped. Everything around us was
green—lush fields, a little farmhouse in the distance. A
terrible place to be stuck: no people to look at, just blades
of fucking grass. An announcement came on the train,
but I couldn’t understand it because it was in French, and
then German and Spanish. Fifteen minutes passed, and
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ILLUSTRATION BY ANDY KITTMER

THE SECRET
OF THE KEYS
A Literary Miscellany

CELIA BLUE JOHNSON

STOP! Before you proceed, take note: This article isn’t what you might expect. Let’s start with you, dear reader.
Today you are a writer. It’s early. You stumble out of bed, grab a cup of coffee, and sit down at your desk.
You’re eager to begin. You bang out a few sentences, pause to sip your coffee. Then the phone rings. It’s up to
YOU what to do next. Use your wits. Above all, stay focused. One wrong turn could end in eternal obscurity.

IF YOU DON'T PICK UP THE PHONE . . .

IF YOU PICK UP THE PHONE . . .

You are a modern-day SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE. He
wrote the first lines of “Kubla Khan” in a fit of inspiration. Before he could continue, he was interrupted by the
1797 equivalent of a phone call: an unexpected visitor at
the door. It was, Coleridge recalled, “a person on business
from Porlock.” Over an hour passed before Coleridge was
able to sit back down to work—only he couldn’t remember what he had intended to write next. He never finished
the poem. It was published as a fragment.
Like Coleridge, you’re interrupted by a business
inquiry. It’s an old friend calling about an “exciting new
opportunity,” some kind of beauty-product pyramid
scheme (or perhaps, as some theorize about Coleridge’s
guest, it’s your drug dealer). When you’re finally able to
get back to work, you can’t remember your brilliant idea.
You dedicate your unfinished manuscript to “the pesky
Porlockian,” climb back into bed, and vow never to leave.

You’re clearly following SUSAN SONTAG ’s advice to herself:
“Starting tomorrow—if not today,” she wrote in a 1977
diary entry, “I will tell people not to call in the morning,
or not answer the phone.” She also resolved to get up by
eight in the morning, cut down on lunching out (except
with her publisher, Roger Straus), and read only at night
(“I read too much—as an escape from writing”).
You reach the end of the first page. Feeling quite
pleased with yourself, you decide to take a break. A bath,
you think, would be perfect, and potentially productive.
You strip down to your underwear and leave your clothes
in a pile by your desk.

IF YOU CHANGE YOUR MIND ABOUT THE BATH, GO TO THE
TOP LEFT CORNER OF PAGE 73. IF YOU DECIDE TO TAKE A
BATH, GO TO THE TOP OF PAGE 71.

THE END
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YOU WALK THROUGH THE KITCHEN ON YOUR WAY TO THE BATHROOM.
IF YOU GRAB AN ARMFUL OF APPLES . . .

While planning renovations of her mansion, AGATHA CHRISTIE told her architect,
“I want a big bath, and I need a ledge
because I like to eat apples.” This was not
a frivolous request. It was essential for
Christie’s creative process. Somehow that
serene setting—the large Victorian tub,
an apple in hand—offered inspiration for
murder mysteries.
You lie back, relax, and, like Christie,
devise a complex plot, one bite at a time.

IF YOU PAUSE TO MAKE A CUP OF TEA . . .

Once you’ve made your tea, you go the bathroom, run the water, set
down your cup, and climb into the tub.
DOUGLAS ADAMS would spend hours in the tub waiting for an
idea to arrive, often with a cup of tea. “And of course, by the time
I’d got out, toweled myself dry, and got dressed, and so on, I would
have forgotten what [the idea] was, so I would have another bath to
remind myself,” Adams recalled.
To your horror, like Adams, you find yourself stuck in a creativity
loop, doomed to take bath after bath in an endless quest for lost
ideas.

THE END

IF YOU GO BACK TO BED, GO TO THE TOP RIGHT CORNER OF PAGE 73. IF YOU TAKE YOUR APPLES BACK TO THE STUDY . . .

FRIEDRICH SCHILLER’s interest in apples went far beyond the dramatic scene in his play William Tell, when the famous

marksman shoots an apple off his son’s head with a bow and arrow. According to Schiller’s wife, Charlotte, the writer
“could not live or work without” the smell of rotten apples. So, rather than pens or paper, Schiller kept old apples in one of
his desk drawers.
“Why not try Schiller’s trick?” you think. You empty one of your desk drawers, stack the fruit inside, and wait for it to
decompose. A week goes by. You’re plagued by writer’s block. Then a pungent odor begins to rise up from the desk. You’re
not sure how it works, but the smell increases your creative output. Suddenly you’ve written twenty pages, and they’re really
good.

YOU’RE INTERRUPTED BY THE SOUND OF A JACKHAMMER. CITY WORKERS ARE TEARING UP THE SIDEWALK OUTSIDE YOUR
APARTMENT. IF YOU LEAVE THE BUILDING, GO TO THE TOP OF PAGE 72. IF YOU STAY INSIDE . . .

MARCEL PROUST burrowed into his bedroom to write In Search of Lost Time. Notoriously reclusive, Proust rarely left his

apartment. He wrote at night and slept during the day. Shutters, double-pane windows, large silk curtains—he used
whatever he could to keep out sunlight and all the irritants that kicked up from the bustling Parisian boulevard below. But
nothing, it seemed, could stop the incessant noise—that is, until a friend suggested cork. In 1910 Proust lined his bedroom
with sheets of cork and, in the new quiet, kept working on his tome.
You use Proust’s ingenious solution to shut out the construction noise. Your interior design preferences differ from
Proust’s, though. You cover your cork lining in wallpaper; he left the cork bare, and eventually it turned black.

AS YOU’RE WRITING, YOU FEEL “THE COLD HAND OF DREAD.” IF YOU FORGE AHEAD, GO TO THE BOTTOM LEFT CORNER OF
PAGE 73. IF YOU PUT THE MANUSCRIPT ASIDE, GO TO THE LOWER RIGHT SIDE OF PAGE 73.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

LAUREN GROFF
MICHELE FILGATE
Lauren Groff is a New York Times bestselling author of three novels, The Monsters of

Templeton, Arcadia, and Fates and Furies, as well as a short-story collection, Delicate Edible

Birds. I knew as soon as I read Fates and Furies that what I had in my hands was not just
one of the best books of the year but the most astoundingly beautiful book Groff has

written—and that’s saying a lot. Fates and Furies was a finalist for the National Book

Award and the Kirkus Prize. It’s the kind of novel that fully immerses the reader in the
world of the characters and reminds us of the sheer pleasure of watching a story unfold.
And that’s to say nothing of the sentences themselves: hypnotic, volcanic, rapturous. I
interviewed Groff via email.
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absolutely furious, though they deny it, female anger being so toxic and shameful in our culture. I was fascinated
by this rage. I feel it myself. There’s more than a little
Mathilde in me; there’s more than a little (egotistical, storytelling, people-loving) Lotto in me as well. I wrote their
characters together, and they developed together, on two
separate sheets of butcher paper, on opposite walls in my
study, and because I wrote them at the same time, I think
they started to do that compensation thing that happens
in partnerships, where his obtuseness was modified by her
sharpness, her secrecy was modified by his charisma, her
fury was modified by his sadness, etc. In truth, they were
equally fun, being both totally familiar and, at least in her
abandonment and his maleness, totally alien to me.

Mythology is a major part of Fates and Furies. It’s in
everything—Lotto’s name (Lancelot), the plays he ends
up writing, a tragic event in Mathilde’s childhood,
and the way you tell the story of a marriage from the
perspective of both partners. Even Lotto’s mother seems
larger than life: a woman who once dressed up as a
mermaid and spends most of her life as a shut-in. Did you
set out to write a story about storytelling and narrative?

LG

This book developed very slowly, over a number
of years—I like writing a few things at once—
and the sad truth is that the performative aspect of marriage only became clear to me a long time after I started the
book. I was probably at a wedding when I saw it. (So many
weddings, my god, we’ve been to so many weddings . . .)
Weddings themselves are ceremonial, the public face
put on this incredibly intimate personal relationship; the
marriage, this partnership, is something of a public-facing
shell around the two individuals within it. It’s a form of
storytelling, a way to tell people outside of the marriage
what the marriage is all about; in this sense, marriage is a
bit of mythmaking that we do for other people.
That said, Lotto was always a storyteller for me;
for people who are storytellers, particularly those who
are more than a little narcissistic, everything about
themselves becomes touched with the peculiar golden
light of mythology. I wanted to build that up in Lotto’s
section because it’s so clear that this is the way he thinks
of himself.

I’m picturing you creating their characters on this
butcher paper! Can you talk about that process? Do you
list certain qualities and biographical information before
you start to write?

LG

I do different things for each project I’m working on. For instance, for a lot of short stories,
I just hold them in my head for years and years until I
know the characters and their situations, and only write
them down in one go when it feels too urgent to not write
them. Because novels are more complex and my brain is so
porous, I can’t hold the whole book in my head, and I have
to see it visually while I’m building the world I’m building.
That means that I draw maps, put up photographs, write
and rewrite segments, gather it all in one small place. It
was similar for my first novel, The Monsters of Templeton,
and somewhat the same for Arcadia, though in the case of
Arcadia, I needed the writing to be as intimate as possible.
So the first few drafts were actually written on index cards,
small things I could hold in my hand. And if things aren’t
going well, I sometimes stop and devote a morning to a
kind of wild character précis, just writing down everything
that I know about the characters. Mostly, though, I just try
to get a lot of drafts done in a relatively short time and pay
attention to the sentences at the end.

One of the things I love about this book is the complexity
of the characters—particularly Mathilde. While on
the surface she appears to be a dutiful wife, completely
devoted to her husband and his art, she’s also aware
of what she herself is capable of, and she’s truly (and
rightfully) angry about her upbringing. Was it easier to
access her voice, to develop her as a character, or to write
from Lotto’s point of view as a privileged white male who
is universally adored?

LG

I know this is not a universal truth, but it
seems to me that many of the women around
me—particularly women in their thirties and forties—are

But we’re starting to see more and more writers embrace
this female rage on the page, right? And what a relief that
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AUTHOR’S PICK
MINNOW NIGHT AT EDGERY'S BY NELL DAVID
INTRODUCTION BY TED THOMPSON

I first encountered this story in a class I was teaching for the Sackett Street Writers’

Workshop in Brooklyn. The class met in the basement of BookCourt bookstore, at a table
surrounded by galleys in rain-damaged boxes and shelves of overstock. Nell turned in an

early draft, and what I couldn’t get over was how vividly she had rendered a world of crab
breeding and fried seafood and former beauty queens bartending with “pitted cheeks and

bronzed skin, tops that cut low into their breasts.” Writing outside your direct experience
is something that’s inherently suspect: if your protagonist isn’t you, people assume you
must have borrowed all of it from some poor unsuspecting soul who didn’t know their

story was being co-opted. What I mean is that everyone assumes you stole it. And, in this
case, I must admit I assumed Nell stole it.

Because there’s no way a writer a decade younger than this story’s protagonist, who,

as far as I know, has never even lived in Maryland, could have just invented this vivid

world. There’s no way the quiet, otherwise invisible moments of disappointment that

accumulate in this story could have even been noticed—much less rendered accurately—
unless they had been told to her by someone else. Because this story has the uncanny
texture of lived life.

But it turns out this story is invented. And it seems to me that the way Nell’s piece

achieves this texture is through a casual, almost offhand way of delivering its details, details
that are so specific they seem to carry with them the peculiarity of real life. In the first

paragraph we get the old doll “with real hair and a tiny Pan Am bag.” Or, later, we hear

about Trish and Wyatt’s initial contact at grief counseling when he passes her “a Styrofoam
cup of water and a handful of the mini Snickers.” Or, after that, we get Wyatt’s crabs that
are “hearty and pale blue, with mud-caked shells and pinhole eyes you have to squint to

see.” These are not the intermittent performances of style that so often litter the early work
of talented writers, but details that are given plainly, as the everyday facts of Trish’s life.
These details give us access to that life, one that’s built almost entirely around a

yearning to be loved back. Trish’s need permeates this story, a longing that’s almost hard
to witness—probably because it’s what most of us spend our lives trying to hide. Yet the

beauty of this story is that somehow Trish’s vulnerability doesn’t diminish her. Instead, it
acts as our way in, the most direct route to feel, along with her, the way that longing can
so easily lull us into acceptance, until the jarring moment it no longer does.
			

—Ted Thompson
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NELL DAVID

On the day Wyatt’s daughter arrives, Trish makes

room looks nice, and she’s suddenly pleased at the way the
light is hitting the quilt and the walls and Wyatt as he
stands there beside her.
It’s been just the two of them for a year. They met
in grief counseling, of all places. She was there after her
mother died. He was there for Bree, who’d died of an
aneurysm in the middle of the night, lying there next to
him. Wyatt was the only one in the group who had lost a
partner, his wife, rather than a parent or a grandparent,
and it made him seem older—though he was only twentyfive and at least ten years younger than the rest of them.
He was lanky at six feet four, with dark hair curling
boyishly around his ears, different from the boys Trish had
known growing up, who were sunburnt and thick-necked
with watery eyes and loud voices. Wyatt was smart, and
even though he talked quickly, she could tell he chose his
words carefully. They had spoken at the break during the
first session—he’d passed her a Styrofoam cup of water and
a handful of the mini Snickers. Trish had felt something
between them. His wife had died suddenly in bed next
to him, and still he was the only other person who didn’t
seem very sad.

the foldout bed in the guest room three times, smoothing
the sheet as if she’s feeling for something lost underneath
it. Outside, the sun is stuck somewhere behind the
shadbush and the warped branches of the magnolia trees
and, even though it’s dark for morning, Trish closes the
blinds so the light won’t be harsh when Lucy wakes up
tomorrow. She’s found an old doll of her mother’s—one
with real hair and a tiny Pan Am bag—and she tucks it in
front of the pillows.
“Is a doll good?” she yells to Wyatt, who’s curled half
asleep on the sunroom couch. She hears the music of his
video game stop and is suddenly aware of how silly she
must look, staring at this doll in her gardening shoes and
her pink satin blouse. She moves the doll to the chair.
Wyatt’s in the doorway behind her.
“You bought that?”
“No,” she says. “I had it. It’s dusty in here.”
He says, “Kids don’t see dust.”
“I guess that’s right,” Trish says, but she doesn’t know
anything about it. Trish puts the doll back on the bed and
on second thought thinks it does look nice. The whole
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BEHIND THE
BOOK DEAL
INTERVIEWS WITH

SARI WILSON, TERRY
KARTEN, AND PJ MARK
ELIZABETH BLACHMAN
I read Sari Wilson’s debut novel, Girl Through Glass, while I was in the last weeks of my
career as a professional dancer. In alternating chapters, Wilson interweaves the lives of
Mira, an eleven-year-old in 1970s New York transforming herself into a ballerina, and

Kate, a dance history professor whose demons come back to haunt her when a mysterious
letter sends her tumbling recklessly into her past. Like her character Mira, Wilson grew
up in Brooklyn and was a part of the evocative world of New York dance in the time of

George Balanchine. Mira falls into the sphere of an older man, Maurice, a balletomane—
an ardent ballet admirer—whose relationship with Mira changes her utterly. In many
ways, Mira is in the past moving forward as Kate is in the present falling back.

Though I’m closer to Kate’s age than to Mira’s, working as a dancer keeps you

a student forever. So, as I fell into the vivid prose of Wilson’s novel, I had the bizarre

sensation that I was both Mira and Kate—a student striving to reach the unattainable
altar of perfection as well as an observer looking backward and trying to assemble the
pieces of a life so that I can understand how my time as a dancer has changed me.

I sifted—was it for the last time?—through my performance makeup bag with its

detritus of hairnets, bobby pins, false eyelashes, and red lipstick, and I read Wilson’s

description of Mira’s world and its “bunheads” who “own a few prized hairnets of human
hair, so soft and fine that they hold their breath while handling them.” I gripped the

familiar wooden barre during my morning company class and counted down my pliés—

how many had I done over the last three decades?—and I thought about Kate’s discovery
that limbs don’t want to be still: “I didn’t stop dancing forever,” she narrates. “My body

didn’t let me.” I danced alone on stage—for the last time?—in that strange shadowy space

110

between light and dark, and I thought about the moment in a performance when Mira “rises
up and can almost touch one of the suns, a girl flying high in the air.” I thought about what

it would mean never again to stand in the wings, about to be transformed by the gaze of the

audience, and I read Kate’s image of the shift when she quit dancing and became someone who
“instead of seeking out the spotlight—hungry for eyes to fill her up with their gaze—looks for
the dark. Her eyes go to the peripheries.”

Perhaps the greatest strength of Wilson’s novel is the alchemy by which she has distilled

the ephemeral details of a dancing life into tangible words and images on a page. Just as I felt

myself suspended between the hungry ingénue in the past and the examining historian in the

present, Wilson’s tale left me suspended between the paradoxes that are at the heart of dance:
beauty and ugliness, power and passivity, light and dark, reaching for the ground and leaping
toward the sky.

I corresponded with Wilson as well as her agent, PJ Mark, and her editor, Terry Karten,

about the process of bringing the richly layered tapestry of Girl Through Glass to the page.

SARI WILSON

AUTHOR, GIRL THROUGH GLASS
I was thinking about the image that twines through your
novel about the early ballerinas whose tulle tutus caught
fire in the stage lights, burning the dancers in a moment
of beautiful immolation. To Mira, this seems to be what
a happy ending could look like, caught in a moment on
stage in a blaze of beauty, but it’s obviously a terrible
fate. Can there be a complex and truthful novel about
dance that doesn’t feel like a painful tragedy? Or is there
something about ballet that asks for painful artistic
renderings? Is it always Giselle?

SW

I love this question. I wish it didn’t always
have to be Giselle—and of course it doesn’t
always have to be Giselle. I’m thinking here of Astonish Me
by Maggie Shipstead, The Cranes Dance by Meg Howrey,
and Dancer by Colum McCann—these great novels explore
a lot of aspects of the dance world, not just the painful,
tragic parts.

I struggled to tell a more realistic story set in the dance
world, and failed for many years—until I finally gave in (this
is how I phrased it to myself) to my youthful fixation on
Giselle and the Romantic-Era ballet stories. Part of me (the
feminist, the mature woman) was disappointed in myself. But
a lot of writing comes from a place of repression or shame or
the parts of ourselves that we hide, so for me writing Mira’s
story was a kind of release. And also an investigation.
I wrote the book to understand why the Romantic-Era
ballet stories like Giselle, and that period of ballet, still hold
such power for girls—and how they can be moved beyond.
Giselle is a story about a love affair with dance, the joys of a
spiritual love over the pains of a corporeal love. It is about
a child’s innocent and total love that doesn’t allow the true
complexity of human relationships. Giselle would rather
die than be betrayed. Well, okay. I sometimes felt that way
about dance. I would rather stop dancing than give up my
perfect ideal of beauty. So as a writer, I was interested in
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